DEPARTMENT of HISTORY
COMMENCEMENT

TUESDAY, MAY 14TH | 9:30 AM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
ZELLERBACH AUDITORIUM
ORDER of EVENTS

PRESIDING
Cathryn Carson,
Chair, Department of History

PROCESSIONAL

OPENING REMARKS
Cathryn Carson

UNDERGRADUATE ADDRESS
Taylor J. Valci

GRADUATE ADDRESS
Jordan Thomas Mursinna

KEYNOTE
Dr. Robin Mitchell
College of Arts & Sciences Endowed Professor, Department of History; Affiliated Faculty, Department of Africana & American Studies, Department of Global Gender & Sexuality Studies, the Gender Institute University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

CONFERRAL OF GRADUATE DEGREES
Carla Hesse

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Diliana Angelova

PRESENTATION OF SCROLLS
Department of History Faculty

CLOSING REMARKS
Cathryn Carson

RECESSIONAL

RECEPTION
Lower Sproul Plaza
PRIZES

Friends of Cal History Dissertation Prize
HAYLEY RUCKER

Best Graduate Seminar Paper Prize
CARLOTTA WRIGHT DE LA CAL

George T. Guttridge Prize for British or American Colonial History
CALVIN PAULSON

David Hollinger Prize for Intellectual History
HU HSU

Leon Litwack Graduate Essay Prize for African-American History
KATE KUISEL

Fred J. Martin American Political History Award
RUSSELL L. WEBER

Friends of Cal History Thesis Prize
DAVID VILLANI

Department Citation
DAVID VILLANI

Leon Litwack Undergraduate Prize
for African-American History
ALEX AYALA

Matilda Morrison Miller Award for the History of the Western United States
ARIANA ELIZABETH PERRY KRETZ

HONORS

The Department of History Proposed Honors List for undergraduates is available on the History website.

history.berkeley.edu/honors
CANDIDATES for DEGREES
DOCTOR of PHILOSOPHY

Maria Barreiros Almeida Reis
Noah Bender
John Daukas
Evan Fernandez
Daniel Friedman
Sara Rose Friedman
Sourav Ghosh
Elizabeth Hargrett
Blaze Lawson Joel

Coleman Mahler
Jordan Thomas Mursinna
Brent Howitt Otto
Noah Isaac Ramage
Peter Vale
Russell L. Weber
Claire Patricia Wrigley
Christin Zurbach
BACHELOR of ARTS

Luis Mario Allen  Will Reid Dal Porto
Micah-Luc Antonio Almeida  Athena Aristeia Davis
Alejandro Manuel Alvarez  Giuliano Donato De Fonte-Weiss
*  Clara de Goldsmith-Rothschild
Sabrina Helana Arambula  Max Karl de Rocher de la Baume
Alex Ayala  Sarah Kathryn Degner
Haneeboy Matias Barlis  Andrew M. Devlin
Mia Jayne Barnard Solis  Sarah Pamela Dillon
Sam Bernstein  Olivia H. DiNapoli
Jack Besnoy  Zacky Said Djawad
Binaca Marguerite Bibolet  Xuanming Dong
Zalea An Bjorgum  Alec Zachery Earley
Tori Lee Borges  Conor Elerding
Charyl Hannah Bowens  Hillary Rebekah Elliott
Linda P. Brambila  Jake W Fan
William Benjamin Brandt  Brandon Folb
*  Andrew Fontan
Nix Nicole Bukus  Chloe Susanne Frank
Sarah Caso  William James Fuller
*  Isabel Grace Gallagher
Mariana Chávez-Aleman  Calvin Raymond García
McKenzie Emma Clark  Rahael Shosha George
Wyatt Clay
Kacie Lia Cosgrove  *
Angel Cuevas García

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
BACHELOR of ARTS

Samantha Goodson
Brendan Barrett Goodwin
Sophia Rose Gorlato
Jonah Gottlieb
Osvaldo Granados
Andrew William Green
Honey Grace Guitierrez
Brian Alexander Hamilton
Berengar Cornelius Hebel
Marcela Berenice Hernandez
Jenny Hernandez Delgadillo
Brian Philip Ching-Shan Ho
Naomi Ho
Andrea Diane Hopf
Kilty Grace Huskisson
Amyla Patricia Jiménez
Nan Elizabeth Watkins Jorgensen
Andrey Antonovich Kapustin
Hrag Kyle Kassabian
Nathan Alexander Kayas
Javaria Khan
David Michael Kline

Bryan Songphon Knight
Ariana Elizabeth Perry Kretz *
Emily Nien Xue Lai
Azura Le Haynes
Dan Li
Anthony Zhantao Lin
Samantha Aura Lim
Tino Jirapat Limkhaewprasert
Yingyi Liu
Bella Lopez
Santiago Eduardo Lopez
Jennifer Lopez-Martinez
Sherry Lyu
Thais Muriel Macias
Steven Alexander Maisnik
Brandon Chou Mak
Adrian Martinez
Matthew Martinez
Marco Antonio Martinez-Elias
Lillian McAlister
Adam Daniel McGibney
Fiona McMahon

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
# Bachelor of Arts

Melanie Deng Mei  
Francesca Mejia  
Lindsey Ann Mietus  
Lia Mimun  
Larisa Lisa Mkrtchyan  
Diana Mondragon  
Alexander Hrach Mooradian  
Nick Stephen Moore  
Ronan Joseph Morrill  
Rosa Bradley Murphy  
Elliott Benjamin Nerenberg  
Maria Juliana Newman  
Kylie Thanh Duyen Nguyen  
Hexin Ni  
Solomon Eliot Heuermann Nichols  
Jiatai Niu  
HannahLeah Nikohl Oeding  
Joshua Ophir  
Edwin Orosco  
Krishna Parekh  
Hannah Peebles  
Mackenzie Taylor Perez  
Liz Barajas Popham  
Samuel Oliver Popkes  
Jaclyn Crystal Quan  
Luis Ramírez Reynoso  
Brayan Ortiz Ramos  
Agustin M. Reiter  
Melanie Ysabell Rivera  
Adirah Rodriguez  
Vasiliki Katina Rousakis  
Elliott James Saam  
Mariam Sabawi  
Cesar Omar Sanchez Castaneda  
Divina DeCosmo Scholz  
Yangchicheng Shen  
Caleb Zachary Short  
Clara Cahoon Silva  
Frank Sugar Bear Silva  
Kara Marie Smale  
Ryen Colby Smith  
Alisa Steel  
Martin Glenn Swiadon  
Geyuan Tan

*Phi Beta Kappa Member*
BACHELOR of ARTS

Tobias Merlin Taylor
Colton Frank Tedesco
Corey L. Thomas
Macey Tollefson
Taylor J. Valci
Madeleine Vea
Kayla Veloz
David Villani
Avery Lynn Wheless
Tyler Harrison Wolfe
Christopher Ying
Emma Daye Younger
Timothy Solomon Yue
Haoyang Zhong
Yushi Zhou

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
Stay Connected with BERKELEY HISTORY

We welcome alumni and friends of Berkeley History to keep in touch with us by attending events, connecting with us online, and staying up-to-date on department news. We hope to see you at History Homecoming at the beginning of every fall term!

HISTORY.BERKELEY.EDU/ALUMNI
HISTORY.BERKELEY.EDU/EVENTS